Filming your road trip

filming guide

You’re going on a road trip in Scotland, great news! We are looking for video
footage of people travelling around Scotland’s spectacular driving routes, and
experiences they have along the way. This short guide will give you some tips
on what and how to film, so we can use as much of your footage as possible to
showcase your trip.
Camera/Equipment
The footage doesn’t need to be shot on a fancy camera - a GoPro, Compact
Camera or new model of mobile phone will do. Really anything with an HD
quality video will work well.
Tip: If you are shooting on a mobile phone, please make sure and film it with
the phone held horizontally. We can’t use anything that’s shot vertically.

What to film
We want you to film yourself and the things you are seeing. As you are likely to
be seeing a lot of amazing sights here are a few themes that should help you
pick only the best ones to capture.
1) The Journey
The main part of your road trip, the open road! Your journey will take you
through glens, along coastlines and across the country. The types of shots to
consider are; the dashboard camera which takes us on the journey with you,
from the front of the vehicle, the drive by out of the window views, showing us
things you pass, and shots of the vehicle on the road.
Safety: filming should only be attempted by passengers inside the vehicle and
it is illegal to use a mobile phone whilst driving in Scotland.
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2) Sights
When you’re not travelling you’ll likely be taking in a breathtaking glen, maybe
a historic castle or a stunning coastline. Let us see what it looks like and talk
us through what you can see.
3) Activities
Sometimes you’ll want to leave the comfort of your vehicle and go and
explore. An activity might be walking, cycling or joining another tour. Take
your camera with you so we can see what you’re up to.
4) Wildlife
Scotland has an abundance of wildlife, from the mighty stag to a cheeky red
squirrel. There are also many great wildlife attractions you can choose to visit.
You might even encounter a few coos on the road!
4) Food and Drink
All this touring is hungry work. Show us you enjoying some tasty dishes and
local cuisine, maybe you’ve cooked it yourself?! Or enjoying a refreshment in
the evening after an epic day of adventure.
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Filming Tips
Here are a few simple tips to getting the best footage. Although feel free to be
as creative as you like!
• Keep it steady: nobody likes to get motion sick when watching a video.
Keep the camera steady and avoid shaky or fast movements. The exception
to this rule is if you’re filming GoPro action footage.
• Get different shots: we want to see you and what you are seeing. Film a
selfie and talk us through where you are and what you’re feeling about it.
Then capture the sight from a couple of different angles to give a mix of
perspectives.
• Sound: sometimes hearing what you’re doing can be as important as seeing
it. Make sure the sound is turned on and if you’re speaking you can be heard
clearly. Talk clearly and no more than an arms length from the camera.
• Count to 5: When you hit record count to 5 in your head before you start
speaking or capturing the action, then do the same once you‘ve finished
before you stop recording. This just leaves a little bit of room for any editing.

Getting us the footage
Once your trip is complete, you‘ll want to share what you’ve filmed with us. To
find out the best way to do this email us at multimedia@visitscotland.com and
we will provide upload details.
We would want the raw camera files so you don’t have to edit anything before
you supply it to us.
We will ask you to sign a permission form which just lets us know we are
allowed to use your footage to show Scotland to the world. We might also ask
for permission from anyone else prominently featured in the filming.
Have a great trip and remember to stay safe on the road. For more information
on driving in Scotland watch our video, discover road trips in Scotland and
read more information on our website.

